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General Notes
.

We took in $1689 this year.
- For comparison, we took in $3588 in 2007 and $2010 in 2006.

. The event took in much fewer items this year than either of the past
two years. This was probably due to the following factors:
. There was less advertising to undergrads.
- Last year we had the Senior Class President helping us
advertise.
- I think I fliered the undergrad dorms both of the past two
years; I didn't do any fliering this year.
. We were bumped from the Dod/Brown site to the
Witherspoon/Edwards/Little site.
- Note that the Spelman/Pyne site took in about as much money this
year as in 2006.
.

There was insufficient advertising to graduate students.
- This probably didn't impact the proceedes, but we had fewer
volunteers.
. Various University administrators are interested in helping to expand
the event for next year.
- This includes John Baer, Director of Building Services and Tom
Dunne, Associate Dean of Undergraduate Studies.
- Speak with Raja Chahal, GSG Campus Relations Standing Committee
Chair or Annie Twitty, GSG Press Secretary for more information.
- There will probably be a brain-storming meeting in late summer or
early fall to try to expand the event.
Money Records for 2008 Furniture Drive
. Note: I seeded each site with my own money and reimbursed myself at
the end of the first day.
.

Tuesday, June 3rd
. Spelman/Pyne
open: $60 ($1x20+$5x6+$10x1)
close: $643

.

.

.

profit: $583 ($499 recorded)
Witherspoon/Edwards/Little
open: $60
close: $172
profit: $112 ($112 recorded)
Scully
open: $60
close: $101
profit: $41 (records lost)
Total profit for June 3rd: $736

.

Wednesday, June 4th
. Spelman/Pyne
open: $60
close: $706
profit: $646 ($538 recorded)
. Witherspoon/Edwards/Little
open: $60
close: $367
profit: $307 ($282 recorded)
.
Scully site was closed
.
Total profit for June 4th: $953

.

Total profit for event: $1689.

Money Records for 2007 Furniture Drive
. Note: I seeded each site with my own money and reimbursed myself at
the end of the first day of business.
.

Monday, June 4th
. absolutely no business

.

Tuesday, June 5th
. Spelman/Pyne
open: $50 ($1x30+$5x4)
close: $1327
profit: $1277 ($1118 recorded)
. Dod/Brown
open: $50
close: $925
profit: $875 ($820 recorded)
. Scully
open: $50

.

close: $105
profit: $55 ($54 recorded)
Total profit for June 5th: $2207

.

Wednesday, June 6th
. Spelman/Pyne:
open: $87
close: $945.50
profit: $858.50 ($751 recorded)
. Dod/Brown
open: $60
close: $560.26
profit: $500.26 ($463.26 recorded)
. Scully
open: $60
close: $82
profit: $22 ($22 recorded)
. Plus, personal donation of $0.24
. Total profit for June 6th: $1381

.

Total profit for event: $3588

Money Records for 2006 Furniture Drive
. Note: I seeded each site with $50 of my own money and reimbursed
myself at the end of the first day of business. This money is not
included in the numbers below.
.

Tuesday, June 6th
. Spelman/Pyne
open: $0
close: $689
profit: $689 ($551 recorded)
. Dod/Brown
open: $0
close: $302
profit: $302 ($299 recorded)
. Total profit for June 6th: $991

.

Wednesday, June 7th
. Money set aside from previous day:
. Spelman/Pyne:
open: $78
close: $767.31

$834

.

.
.
.

profit: $689.31 ($667.80 recorded)
Dod/Brown
open: $77
close: $409
profit: $332 ($310 recorded)
Plus, a Unicef box with ~$5? in coins.
Total profit for June 7th: $1012.31

Total profit for event: $2010.31
. Note: There is a discrepency of $2. Most likely, each of the sites
was seeded with $1 more than recorded.	
  

